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Why Open Calls?
Because,

- We want volunteers to apply based on motivation and their skills, not due to 
friends

- Quick recruitments made in panic are time consuming and do seldom work 
out well

- Planning resources well in advance will become a habit
- Organizational structure is not in focus, the real action is
- Project task are as normal as ongoing tasks



Open call facts
- Roihu had 1500 volunteers and we wanted to keep them in scouting
- Started in Autumn 2016
- Yearly about 4 open calls with 4 induction evenings
- The scheduled is distributed will in advance 
- About 30 positions open each time
- Not that many applications
- In Autumn 2018:

- Open positions are done in our membership register Kuksa, they are released on 
the web, applications are done in Kuksa where the applicant is approved (or 
dismissed). When approved, all rights are ready set up.  





Challanges
• Too large and time consuming 

tasks
• Hard to find the open positions
• Writing an inspiring task offer
• People do not want to commit
• You have to ask possible 

candidates in person to positions

Success stories
● Shared leadership
● Really open recruitments (not 

only friends are recruited)
● Task are adjusted to meet the 

volunteers situation and interests
● Great help to team leads



The position you have for the 
moment, how did you get it?



What can we do 
to get people to apply?



What kind of position would you like 
to have as next position?

- A leading role or maybe a team member role?
- A strategic role or a performer?
- In local level, regional, national or maybe international? 
- What skills would you like to learn?
- What are your motives when applying for a position?



Thank you! Kiitos! Tack!

Please be in contact,

Maya Hänninen

maya.hanninen@scout.fi


